We prove that independent families of permutation invariant random matrices are asymptotically free over the diagonal, both in probability and in expectation, under a uniform boundedness assumption on the operator norm. We can relax the operator norm assumption to an estimate on sums associated to graphs of matrices, further extending the range of applications (for example, to Wigner matrices with exploding moments and so the sparse regime of the Erdős-Rényi model). The result still holds even if the matrices are multiplied entrywise by bounded random variables (for example, as in the case of matrices with a variance profile and percolation models).
Introduction
Non-commutative probability is a generalization of classical probability that extends the probabilistic perspective to non-commuting random variables. Following the seminal work of Voiculescu [26] , this setting provides a robust framework for studying the spectral theory of random multi-matrix models in the large N limit. We outline the basic approach of this program as follows.
1. In the non-commutative framework, Voiculescu's notion of free independence plays the role of classical independence. This simple parallel yields a surprisingly rich theory, with free analogues of many classical concepts (e.g., the free CLT, free cumulants, free entropy, and conditional expectations). The scope of free probability further benefits from a robust analytic framework, allowing for the free harmonic analysis [24] .
2. Free independence describes the large N limit behavior of independent random matrices in many generic situations: for example, unitarily invariant random matrices [26] and Wigner matrices [11] . The free probability machinery allows for tractable computations. In particular, we can compute the limiting spectral distributions of rational functions in these random matrices.
Yet, many random matrix models of interest lie beyond the scope of free probability. One can accommodate such models by defining a new framework. This is the perspective of traffic probability [2, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18 ].
1. The traffic framework enlarges the non-commutative probability framework. The notion of traffic distribution is richer and allows to consider a notion of independence which encodes the non-commutative notions of independences.
2. Permutation invariant random matrices provide a canonical model of traffic independence in the large N limit.
The purpose of this article is to demonstrate that Voiculescu's notion of conditional expectation provides an analytic tool for traffic independence, in the context of large random matrices.
Background
We first recall the notion of freeness with amalgamation [25] .
Definition 1.1.
• An operator-valued probability space is a triple pA, B, Eq consisting of a unital algebra A, a unital subalgebra B Ă A and a conditional expectation E : A Ñ B, i.e. a unit-preserving linear map such that Epb 1 ab 2 q " b 1 Epaqb 2 for any a P A and b 1 , b 2 P B.
• Let K be an arbitrary index set. We write BxX k : k P Ky for the algebra generated by freely noncommuting indeterminates pX k q kPK and B. For a monomial P " b 0 X k1 b 1 X k2¨¨¨Xkn b n P BxX k : k P Ky, the degree of P is n and its coefficients are b 0 , . . . , b n . The operator-valued distribution, or E-distribution, of a family A " pA pkkPK of elements in A is the map of operator-valued moments E A : P P BxX k : k P Ky Þ Ñ E " P pAq ‰ P B.
• Sub-families A 1 " pA pkq 1 q kPK , . . . , A L " pA pkq L q kPK of A are called free with amalgamation over B (in short, free over B) whenever for any n ě 2, any 1 ‰ 2 ‰¨¨¨‰ n and any monomials P 1 , . . . , P n P BxX k : k P Ky, one has E "´P 1 pA 1 q´E " P 1 pA 1 q ‰¯¨¨¨´P n pA n q´E " P n pA n q ‰¯ı " 0.
Ordinary freeness is the special case of operator-valued freeness when the algebra B equals C. Operator-valued freeness works mostly like the ordinary one, and the freeness with amalgamation of A 1 , . . . , A L allows to compute the operator-valued distribution of A 1 Y . . . Y A L from the separate operator-valued distributions.
For N P N, the set of NˆN matrices is denoted by M N . We define the diagonal map ∆ on M N by ∆A " pδ i,j Api, jqq N i,j"1 for any A " pApi, jqq N i,j"1 . The set of NˆN diagonal matrices is denoted by D N . Note that pM N , D N , ∆q is an operator-valued non-commutative probability space.
For random matrices, freeness with amalgamation over the diagonal first appeared in the work of Shlyakhtenko [22] on Gaussian Wigner matrices with variance profile.
Our motivation to consider this question for permutation invariant matrices is a recent result by Boedihardjo and Dykema [7] . They proved that certain random Vandermonde matrices based on i.i.d. random variables are asymptotically R-diagonal over the diagonal matrices. These random matrices are invariant by right multiplication by permutation matrices. If this symmetry was with respect to multiplication by any unitary matrices, then we would have obtained convergence to ordinary R-diagonal elements [21, Theorem 15.10] . This then suggests a link between permutation invariance and freeness with amalgamation over the diagonal.
Asymptotic freeness with amalgamation over the diagonal
In the sequel, when we speak about a family A N of NˆN random matrices, we implicitly refer to a whole sequence pA N q N PN of families of NˆN random matrices A N " pA pkq N q kPK , where K is independent of N . The family A N is said to be permutation invariant if for any permutation σ of the set rN s :" t1, . . . , N u, the following two families of random variables have the same distribution:
Equivalently, for any permutation matrix S of size N ,
The following result is a simplified version of our main result (Theorem 2.2). 
Theorem 1.2. Let
converges to zero in Schatten p-norm for all p ě 1. Namely, for any p ě 1, we have
This convergence implies the convergence to zero in probability of the Schatten p-norms of ε N as N tends to infinity. Thus, independent large permutation invariant matrices are asymptotically free over the diagonal in probability in pM N , D N , ∆q: for a typical realization of In Theorem 2.2 we first strengthen this result for the operator-valued space of random matrices generated by the A N, . In Section 3 we also weaken the assumption of invariance by permutations: our results also apply if each matrix of A pN q is multiplied entrywise by bounded random variables.
Numerical validation
Free harmonic analysis in operator-valued spaces and Theorem 2.2 introduce new perspectives for the analysis of large random matrices. In particular one can use the numerical method of Belinschi, Mai and Speicher [4] to calculate the limiting empirical spectral distribution of rational functions random matrices.
We illustrate our result by computing the limiting distribution of the sum of two independent Hermitian matrices of various models: GUE matrices with variance profile, adjacency matrices of Erdős-Rényi graphs, adjacency matrices of percolation on the cycle, diagonal matrices conjugated by a unitary Brownian motion or by the Fast Fourier Transform matrix.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state our main results: Theorem 2.2 and its generalizations Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 2.4. In Section 3, we present an algorithm to compute the eigenvalue distribution of the sum of independent permutation invariant random matrices, and apply it to various models. Finally, Section 4 contains the proofs of the different results of Section 2.
Statements of results

Freeness with amalgamation of large random matrices
We now consider the operator-valued probability space of random matrices over a probability space. Remark that A N " B N xA N y, and B N is the smallest subalgebra of D N pL 8 q such that ∆`B N xA N y˘Ă B N . The triplet pA N , B N , ∆q is an operator-valued probability space. In order to formulate a notion of asymptotic freeness with amalgamation over B N , the coefficients of the polynomials should be consistent as the dimension N grows. The way we shall encode the coefficients independently of the dimension is by the following notion of graph monomial.
In this article, a graph monomial g is the data of a finite, bi-rooted, connected and directed graph G " pV, E, v in , v out q and edge labels : E Ñ t1, . . . , Lu and k : E Ñ K. We allow multiplicity of edges and loops in our graphs. The roots v in , v out , are elements of the vertex set V , which we term the input and the output respectively. The roots are allowed to be equal. The labels and k allows to assign a matrix A pkpeqq N, peq to each edge e P E. The evaluation of the graph monomial g in the family of matrices In Lemma 4.3, we prove that B N is spanned by the matrices gpA N q where the graph of g is a so-called cactus-type monomial, i.e. a graph monomial whose underlying graph is a cactus and whose input and output are equal. n and P N,1 , . . . , P N,n P B N xX k : k P Ky which are explicitly given by
Theorem 2.2. Let
A N,1 " pA pkq N,1 q kPK , . . . , A N,L " pAP N,i " g 0,i pA N qX kip1q g 1,i pA N q¨¨¨X kipdiq g di,i pA N q,
where each g j,i is a cactus-type monomial (which does not depend on N ). Then, the matrix
Note that there is no assumption of convergence of the ∆-distribution of the matrices, as it is commonly assumed in the context of deterministic equivalents [20, Chapter 10].
Generalizations
In this section, we present some generalizations of Theorem 2.2. First, we relax the bounded operator norm assumption.
Proposition 2.3. The conclusion of Theorem 2.2 remains valid if the operator norm
bound assumption is replaced by the following weaker assumption: for any P t1, ..., Lu, any graph monomials g 1 , . . . , g n with equal input and output,
where fpg i q ě 2 is determined from the forest F of two-edge connected components of the graph underlying g i (Definition 4.8).
In particular, the conclusion of Proposition 2.3 holds if
which is the boundedness of the so-called traffic distribution [17] . 
Examples and numerical validation
In this section, we consider various models of independent permutation invariant random random matrices X N and Y N . On the one hand, we construct the empirical spectral distribution of X N`YN . One the other hand, we use the fixed point algorithm of Belinschi, Mai and Speicher [4] to compute the spectral distribution of the free convolution with amalgamation over the diagonal of X N and Y N . This depends only on the separated ∆-distributions of X N and Y N . Our main theorem guarantees that the difference between this two pictures becomes negligible in the limit in expectation and in probability. We actually obtain the numerical evidence for realizations of large matrices that asymptotic freeness over the diagonal holds.
Amalgamated subordination property
We need the following notion to explain the fixed point algorithm. Let pA, D, ∆q be an operator-valued probability space such that A is a C˚-algebra. The operator-valued Stieltjes transform of a self-adjoint element X of A is the map
where D`is the set of elements Λ P D such that pΛq :" Λ´Λ2 i ą 0. We also write H X for the map H : Λ Þ Ñ G X pΛq´1´Λ.
For random matrices, this map is then the diagonal of the resolvent of the matrices. Let us remark that this object was known to be an important tool in the analysis of large random matrices, for instance for random matrices with heavy tailed entries [9, 5, 8, 3] , for adjacency matrices of random graphs [15] , or more recently for the local analysis of Wigner matrices with variance profile [1] . 
Moreover, it is the limit of the sequence Ω n given by
Let X and Y be two self-adjoint operator valued random variables, free with amalgamation. Assume that the ∆-distributions of X and Y are those of our matrices X N and Y N respectively. The following algorithm generates an approximation of the value of the spectral density g X`Y pxq of X`Y at x P R when it exists.
Step 1 Simulate a realization of X N and a realization of Y N .
Step 2 Set Λ " px`iyqI N where y ą 0 is small. Compute the terms of the sequence Ω 1 pΛq :" Λ, Ω n`1 pΛq :" H Y N pH X N pΩ n pΛqq`Λq`Λ, @n ě 1, until the difference between Ω n and Ω n`1 is under a threshold.
Step 3 The value of the density g X`Y pxq is then close to
rovided y is small enough and the distribution admits a density at x. 
Matrix models
In the rest of the section, we will present examples of different models to illustrate of our results. • J N is the matrix whose non diagonal entries are all 1{pN´1q and diagonal entries are zero,
• d ą 0 is a parameter.
3. We write P erm for the matrix [6] for the definition of the unitary Brownian motion and the related notion of t-freeness.
6. We also define the three following diagonal matrix:
. . , 2¯. pX N`YN q for matrices of size N " 1000,
Experiment framework and comments
• in blue, the density of the spectral distribution of • in red, the density of the free convolution of the empirical eigenvalues distributions of X N and Y N .
In the algorithm, the small parameter y equals 0.001. We stop the fixed point process at the threshold }Ω n´Ωn`1 } 8 ď 0.001.
The prediction by asymptotic freeness over the diagonal fits accurately the histogram in all situations we have investigated numerically. In Picture (a) to (d) we see that the deviation between the free case and the free with amalgamation case is mainly at the center of the spectrum. In Picture (e) to (h), the time of the Brownian motion is quite small and so the difference between the red and the blue line is more important.
Proof of the theorems
Algebras of graph polynomials
We first make precise the notion of cacti mentioned previously.
Definition 4.1. A connected graph is a cactus if every edge belongs to exactly one simple cycle. An oriented cactus is a cactus such that each simple cycle is directed.
Figure 3: Cactus with four simple cycles
We define C to be the set of cactus-type monomials, that is such that the underlying graph is an oriented cactus and the input and output are equal. We denote by C N the vector space generated by pgpA NgPC . More generally we define F to be the set of graph monomials obtained by considering a directed simple path oriented from the right to the left and by attaching oriented cacti on the vertices of the path. The input is the far right vertex of the path, the output is the far left. We then denote by F N the vector space generated by pgpA NgPF . It is clear that C Ă F and so C N Ă F N . Moreover, note that F N " C N xA N y, namely it is the vector space generated by elements of the form
where, for i P t0, ..., du, g i is in C. Proof. For any graph monomials g 1 and g 2 , the product of matrices g 1 pA N qg 2 pA N q is equal to gpA N q, where g is obtained by identifying the input of g 1 with the output of g 2 . It follows that C N is an algebra, and so is F N . Both are unital by considering the trivial graph with a single isolated vertex.
For any graph monomial g, the matrix ∆`gpA N q˘is equal to ∆pgqpA N q, where ∆pgq is obtained by identifying the input with the output of g. It follows that ∆pF N q " C N . F N " A N and consequently C N " B N . Proof. Recall that A N is the smallest unital algebra containing A N stable under ∆. It is clear that A N Ă F N since A N Ă F N and ∆pF N q Ă F N by Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.3. One has
We now prove the reverse inclusion by induction on the number of edges. If g has a single edge then gpA
Assume that for some n ě 2, every gpA N q P F N whose graph has fewer than n edges belongs to A N . Let gpA N q P F N for some graph with n edges. If the input and the output of g are not equal, or if they are equal but belong to more than one cycle, then we can write gpA N q " g 1 pA N qg 2 pA N q, where g 1 and g 2 have fewer than n edges. Since A N is an algebra, then gpA N q P A N .
Assume that the input and the output are equal to a vertex v and belong to exactly one cycle. Then one can split the vertex v into two vertices v in and v out , allowing one to exhibit a product P of the form (4.1) such that ∆ pP q " gpA N q. Now we can factorize P " g 1 pA N qg 2 pA N q as in the previous case, where g 1 pA N q and g 2 pA N q belong to A N by the induction hypothesis. Hence gpA N q " ∆`g 1 pA N qg 2 pA N qb elongs to A N .
Preliminary lemmas
We start by considering arbitrary families A N,1 , . . . , A N,L of random matrices. By enlarging them if necessary, we can assume that the families are closed under˚. 
here n ě 2, 1 ‰ 2 ‰¨¨¨‰ n and P N,1 , . . . , P N,n P B N xX k : k P Ky are explicitly given by P N,i " g 0,i pA N qX kip1q g 1,i pA N q¨¨¨X kipdiq g di,i pA N q, with g j,i cactus-type monomials (which does not depend on N ), then, we also have
Proof. Let us remark that pε N εN q p " ε N εN pε N εN q p´1 can be written as:
Moreover, εN pε N εN q p´1 is an element of B N , that we denote gpA N q. Since ∆ is a conditional expectation, one has ∆`P N,n pA N, n q˘gpA N q " ∆`P N,n pA N, n qgpA N q˘. Hence one can update the last coefficient of the polynomial P N,n in order to include the factor εN pε N εN q p´1 . More precisely, writing
we can replace this polynomial bỹ
whereg dn,n pA N q " g dn,n pA N qgpA N q. Hence we are left to prove that E " 1 N Tr ε N ‰ converges to zero.
For any i P t1, ..., nu, let P N,i P B N xX k : k P Ky. We define M i :" P N,i pA N, i q andM i :" M i´∆ pM i q. In order to compute the quantity E " 1 N TrpM 1 . . .M n q ‰ , we use the moment method, involving sums over unrooted labeled graphs that we introduce now.
In this article, a test graph T is the data of a finite, directed and labeled graph T " pV, E, Kq. Note that the graphs are possibly disconnected. The labelling map K : E Ñ A N corresponds to an assignment of matrices e Þ Ñ K e . We define the quantities
where cpT q is the number of connected components of T . For any partition π of V , we define T π " pV π , E π , K π q as the graph obtained from T by identifying vertices in the same block of π. More precisely, the vertices of T π are the blocks of π, each edge e " pv, wq induces an edge e π " pB v , B w q where B v and B w are the blocks of π containing v and w respectively. The label K π eπ is the same as the label K e . We say that T π is a quotient of T . We then have the two relations [17, Lemma 2.6] 
pA N q, and consider the graph monomial t i P F such that t i pA N q " M i . It is explicitly given by
obtained by considering a directed simple path oriented from the right to the left whose edges are labelled by p i , k i pd i qq, . . . , p i , k i p1qq and attaching, following the decreasing order on j " d i , ..., 0, the root of the graph monomial g j,i on the vertices of the path. Let T " pV, E, Kq be the test graph obtained by identifying the output vertex of t i with the input vertex of t i´1 for i P t1, . . . , nu (with notation modulo n for the index i). It inherits the edge labels from the t i . Note that as an unrooted graph, T equals ∆pt 1¨¨¨tn q. One can easily verify that
For each i " 1, . . . , n, the graph t i can be seen as a subgraph of T . We denote by v i the vertex of T corresponding to the input of t i with the convention v 0 " v n . The following lemma describes the cancellations in Formula (4.4) when one replaces M i byM i " M i´∆ pM i q.
Lemma 4.5. With above notations for the test graph T we have
Proof. Let us consider I Ă t1, . . . , nu. Denote by T I the test graph obtained form T by identifying, for each i P I, the input and output of t i . Then we have
For each i " 1, . . . , n, we denote by V i the vertex set of t i , seen in the graph T .
For any π P PpV q, denote by J π the set of indices i P t1, . . . , nu such that v i´1 " π v i . Then, exchanging the order of the sums, we get
Since the sum in the parentheses vanishes as soon as the index set J π is nonempty, we get the expected result.
Our analysis of each term τ 0 N " T π ‰ relies on the geometry of a graph we introduce now. In this article, we call colored component of T π a connected maximal subgraph of T π whose edges are labelled in one of the sets t1uˆK, . . . , tLuˆK. We denote by CCpT π q the set of colored components. Hence a colored component has labels corresponding to only one of the families A N,1 , . . . , A N,L . We call graph of colored components of T π the undirected bipartite graph GCCpT π q " pV π , E π q, where V π " CCpT π q \ V π and there is an edge between each vertex and the colored components it belongs to. The definition is slightly different from the one in [17] where V π is the union of the colored components and the vertices of T π that belong to more than one colored component. The conclusion so far is that to prove the converge to zero of any ε N as in Lemma 4.4, it suffices to prove the convergence to zero of τ 0 N rT π s, as in Lemma 4.5, for any T π such that GCCpT π q is not a tree.
Proof of Proposition 2.3
Henceforth, we assume that the families of matrices A N 
Since the families of matrices are independent, we have equality in distributioǹ 
For any 1 ď ď L, we denote by T π " pV , E q the test graph which is composed of the colored components of T π labelled by the matrices A N, . Then, by independence of the families of matrices:
Hence, using again (4.6) for each graph T π we get
where |CCpT π q| is the number of colored components of T π . Note that the cardinals of the vertex and edge sets of 
Proof. LetT " pV ,Êq be a test graph. By (4.5), we have
Under the assumption of Proposition 2.3, we have τ N rT σ s " OpN Thus, we have the estimate
Let us recall that, for a finite and undirected graph G " pV, Eq, denoting by deg G pvq the degree of a vertex v P V, we have
Assume GCCpT π q is not a tree. LetG π " pṼ π ,Ẽ π q be the graph obtained pruning GCCpT π q, by removing the vertices of GCCpT π q that are of degree one (as well as the edges attached to these vertices), and iterating this procedure until it does not remain vertices of degree one. We denote byṼ 1 andṼ 2 the vertices of CCpT π q and V π respectively that remain inG π after this process. Then we have 
Proof of Theorem 2.2
Theorem 6 of [19] ensures that Note that each D i, can indeed be written as g i, pA N q for g i, a graph monomial consisting in a single loop labeled by the matrix D i, of A N,L`1 . This proves the assertion of Theorem 1.2 for any P N, with fixed degree and bounded coefficients, which is sufficient to ensure the validity of the theorem in full generality.
Proof of Proposition 2.4
Let us consider the families of random matricesÃ is a family of random matrices, with uniformly bounded entries, independent of the matrices pA N,1 , ..., A N A N,1 , ...,Ã N,L ,Ã N,L`1 , whereÃ N,L`1 is a family of bounded determistic 
